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To:  Bidders for the Storage Project at  
Cornell Cooperative Extension of Tompkins County 
  

From: Jason K. Demarest, AIA 

Date: 1/4/2019   

Re:  Storage Container Bid RFI Response 
 

1. There was no Bid Form or Form of Proposal included in the Bid Documents package we received.  Do 
you plan to release one, or shall we author our own proposal letter outlining our offer? 

Yes, please author your own proposal letter. 

 

2. Are we to include a Bid Security (bid bond) with our proposal?  No. 

 

3. Is this project subject to any NYS Sales or Use Tax?  No 

 

4. Are NYS Prevailing Wage Labor Rates applicable?  No. 

 

5. Are there any union requirements?  Any apprenticeship programs?  Any stipulations about use of local 
hiring or local subcontractors or suppliers?  No. 

 

6. Are there any MBE, WBE, SDVOBE requirements or goals?  No. 

 

7. Please provide a copy of the Form of Agreement and General Requirements that are planned for use, 
for our review.  Will there be any applicable Supplemental General Requirements? See attached 
Form of Agreement. There are no Supplemental General Requirements. 

 

8. Please identify the basic insurance limits you require.  Will there be any special and additional 
insurance requirements?  See attached insurance requirements. 

 

9. “Contractor & Owner Notes” on Drawing #1 indicate we are responsible for all local codes, 
regulations, and ordinances even if they are not found on the drawing or in conflict with the drawing.  
We are not licensed design professionals.  We do not study NYS code.  We cannot render design 
and code opinions and are not in a position to challenge a professional (stamped) design.  This 
should all be by the architect of record.   
Contractor note #1 shall be revised as follows: 
It is the contractor's responsibility to complete the work according to these drawings and to 
ensure that the project meets all current federal, state and local codes, ordinances and 
regulations, etc., which shall be considered part of the specifications.  If the contractor(s) 
discover any conflicts between the project drawings and means and methods dictated by the 
aforementioned codes, ordinances, and regulations, contractor(s) shall notify the Architect 
immediately.  It is assumed that the Contractor owns or has access to the 'Codes of New 
York State'.  Go to http://publicecodes.cyberregs.com/st/ny/st/index.htm 
 
Examples of the intent of this note include but are not limited to the following: 

• Fastening schedules specified in the code 

• Flashing requirements dictated in the code 

• Zoning setbacks 

• Compliance with federal, state and local mechanical, electrical, and plumbing 
codes/regulations 

 
10. General Notes #1 indicate these shipping containers shall be “NEW”.  During our phone 

conversation, it was mentioned “gently used” shipping containers were desired.  Please provide a 
possible source for purchase of new shipping containers.   
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Shipping containers in “gently used” single trip condition will be acceptable. If “gently used” 
containers are used Contractor shall provide the containers’ manifests showing the previous 
contents of the containers. The concern is that some containers are used to ship hazardous 
materials, and the Owner wants to avoid that. In any case, the Contractor shall supply MSDS 
sheets for the original container materials (i.e. interior paint, plywood subfloor, floor finishes, 
etc.). Contractor will be responsible for final placement of containers on site, and also 
delivery to the site, if off-site fabrication is planned. The bid shall include the cost of purchase 
for the containers as a separate line item. 

 
11. General Note #13 mentions we are to “confirm if the existing electrical sub-panel has enough 

capacity, and if not to replace it with new”.  This seems appropriate for the professional designer to 
assess, not a contractor.  And a specific plan or instruction should be given for all to bid on.  Leaves 
out interpretation and ambiguity.  Existing panel has adequate capacity. Pull new 50A feed from 
existing panel to new sub-panel in conditioned containers. 

 
12.  There appear to be no technical specifications for the various materials we are to use.  There 

are also no Front End specs?  Are we allowed to use the Owner’s water and electrical power at 
no charge?  All specs are on drawings. Use of Owner’s water and power is allowed. 

 
13. When do you expect to award the contract?  How long after receipt of bids?  

We expect to award the contract within three weeks of the bid opening. 
When do expect this project to be complete?  Project completion by June 1.  
 

14. There are notes for painting the exterior of the storage containers. Is painting required inside the 
conditioned storage space as well? No. 
 

15. Do buried conduits need to be encased in concrete?  No. 

 

16. The drawing details on SC1.01 say the “spray applied silicone roofing is by owner”. Is this correct its 
by owner? General note 12 on SC1.00 say all seams shall be watertight. This is referring to “by owner”?  
Contractor is responsible for ensuring all seams are watertight except for the top seam where 
the drawings call for spray applied silicone roofing, which will be by Owner. 

 

17. We need a color for the aluminum door assembly? Clear Anodized or painted? What type of hardware 
do you want? What type of glass? Do you want an embossed or smooth spandrel panel?  Provide an 
allowance and description of proposed storefront system to allow for bid equalization. 

 

18. Drawing SC1.00 detail 1, what is the dotted line indicating under the heat pump? The dotted lines 
indicate the required clearances. 

 

19. Is there a scheduled date for completion?  See response to Question #13. 

 

20. I am trying to get more information regarding PPG E3212 however I am not finding any details 
regarding this product. Can more information be provided for the paint specification? Use Sherwin 
Williams DIRECT-TO-METAL ALKYD ENAMEL semi-gloss. See attached spec. 

 

21. On drawing page SC1.00 note 13 directs that (3) branch circuits be used to feed the structure. Article 
225.30 of the NEC does not allow for multiple circuits to feed the new structure. For the purpose of the 
base bid should we include the installation of a small panel in the building fed by a 50A circuit that will 
provide the required disconnecting means? See response to Question #11. 

 

22. Can the containers be “like new single use” since we can’t get new ones?  

See response to Question #10. 
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23. Can we use PPG Super Spec Urethane Alky Enamel Paint instead of the PPG E3212 Automotive 
Paint?  See response to Question #10. 

 

24. Can we use Grade A36 Steel in lieu of A558? Please bid steel as per drawings. 
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CORNELL COOPERATIVE EXTENSION CONTRACTOR/CONSTRUCTION AGREEMENT 
(SHORT FORM) 

 County (“CCE”) with offices located 
          ;      would 

(“Contractor”), with offices 

Cornell Cooperative Extension of ________________                                                       
at: ________________________________________________________________ 
like _______________________________________________ 
located at:____________________________________________________; to perform certain
construction services for the identified Project in accordance with the scope of work as set for the 
below (“Work”). 

WITNESSETH: 

WHEREAS, CCE contemplates that it will enter into a construction contract with Contractor for the 
performance of certain construction services with respect to certain projects (each “Project”);  
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual agreements herein expressed, the Parties 
contract, covenant and agree as follows: 

PROJECT: ______________________________________________________________ 

Scope of Work (“Work”): (You may attach bid, proposal, purchase order or other project related 
paperwork to this agreement to be incorporated by reference here; however the terms and 
conditions herein supersede similar terms or conditions in the attachments.) 

The following Work is required to be performed pursuant to this Agreement: 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Parties, by their duly authorized representatives, have hereunto 
executed this Contract, on this ___  day of ________________, 20___; 

Cornell Cooperative Extension of 
___________________ County 

CONTRACTOR:
______________________________________ 

By: __________________________________ By: ___________________________________ 

Name: ________________________________ Name: _________________________________ 

Title: ________________________________ Title: _________________________________ 

Witness: ______________________________ Witness: _______________________________ 
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1. Indemnification and Contractor's Liability

Additional Parties (AP):

Contractor hereby assumes the entire responsibility and liability for all Work, supervision, labor
and materials provided, whether or not erected in place, and for all plant, scaffolding, tools,
equipment, supplies and other things provided by Contractor until final acceptance of the
entirety of the Work by CCE. In the event of any loss,  damage or destruction thereof from any
cause, Contractor shall be liable therefor, and shall repair, rebuild and make good said loss,
damage or destruction at Contractor's cost, subject only to the extent that any net proceeds
are payable under any builder's risk property insurance that may be maintained by CCE or
Contractor, if any.

To the fullest extent permitted by law, the Contractor shall indemnify, defend, and hold
harmless CCE, AP and their respective officers, directors,  employees and agents (“Indemnified
Parties”) from and against all claims, damages, demands, losses, expenses, fines, causes of
action, suits or other liabilities, (including all costs reasonable attorneys' fees, consequential
damages, and punitive damages), arising out of or resulting from, or alleged to arise out of or
arise from, the performance of Contractor's Work under the Agreement, whether such claim,
damage, demand, loss or expense is attributable to bodily injury, personal injury, sickness,
disease or death, or injury to or destruction of tangible property, including the loss of use
resulting therefrom; but only to the extent attributable to the negligence  of the Contractor, its
Subcontractors or any entity for which it is legally responsible or vicariously liable: regardless of
whether the claim is presented by the Contractor’s employee, his/her spouse, legal or domestic
partner under applicable state law and/or dependents of the Contractor’s employee. Such
indemnity obligation shall not be in derogation or limitation of any other obligation or liability of
the Contractor or the rights of CCE contained in this contract or otherwise. This indemnification
shall not be limited in any way by any limitation on the amount or  type of damages,
compensation or benefits payable by or for the Contractor under any  workers' compensation
acts, disability benefits acts or other employee benefits acts and includes any loss or injury
suffered by an employee of the Contractor, Contractor’s Subcontractor or any others who claim
to have directly or derivatively sustained injury or damages due to the injury sustained by the
Contractor’s employee. This indemnification shall be in addition to any indemnity liability
imposed by the Contract Documents, and shall survive the completion of the Work or the
termination of the contract.

2. Contractor's Insurance

Prior to commencing the Work, Contractor shall procure, and thereafter maintain, at its own
expense, until final acceptance of the Work or later as required by the terms of the agreement,
insurance coverage required by the Contract Documents and this contract. At a minimum, the
types of insurance and minimum policy limits specified shall be maintained in a form and from
insurers acceptable to CCE as set forth below. This insurance will provide a defense and
indemnify CCE, but only to the extent attributable to the negligence of the Contractor, it’s Sub-
Contractors or any entity for which it is legally responsible or vicariously liable.

Proof of this insurance shall be provided to and approved by CCE and its representative P. W.
Wood & Son, Inc. before the Work commences via ACORD 25 Certificate of Insurance
form with the ACORD 855 NY attached, as set forth below.  To the extent that the
Contractor subcontracts with any other entity or individual to perform all or part of the
Contractor's Work, the Contractor shall require the other Sub-Contractors, prior to the
commencement of the Work, to furnish evidence of equivalent insurance coverage that includes
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in all respects the same terms and conditions as set forth herein. In no event shall the failure to 
provide this proof, prior to the commencement of the Work, be deemed a waiver by CCE of 
Contractor's insurance obligations set forth herein. The Certificate(s) shall provide for fifteen 
(15) days’ advance notice to CCE of the cancellation or any change in coverage. 

In the event that the insurance company(ies) issuing the policy(ies) required by this Agreement 
deny coverage to CCE, Contractor or Sub-Contractor will, upon demand by CCE, defend and 
indemnify CCE at the Contractor's or Sub-Contractor’s expense. 

A. The insurance required herein shall be written for not less than the following minimum 
amounts or greater if required by law, except that if Contractor procures any policy limits 
greater than the amounts required herein, then the higher limits shall apply as though 
stated and required herein: 

o Workers’ Compensation & Employers’ Liability and New York State Disability
Benefits Coverage:

Statutory coverage complying with the law of New York State with Employers' Liability
limits of not less than $100,000 Each Accident and $100,000 Each Employee for Disease
and $500,000 Policy Limit for Disease, or the minimum level required by the
Contractor’s Excess Umbrella Liability insurance company, whichever is greater.

o Comprehensive Automobile Liability:

(Bodily, Injury and Property damage insurance covering all automobiles, trucks,
tractors, trailers, motorcycles or other automotive equipment whether owned or rented
by the Contractor (including, but not limited to, all Owned Autos, Hired Autos and Non-
Owned Autos):

a) Liability Limit: each accident $1,000,000

o Comprehensive General Liability:

(Written on an occurrence basis with coverage issued to and covering the liability of the
Contractor and each Sub-Contractor for all the work and operations relating thereto and
all obligations assumed by Contractor, under this Contract, in an amount which shall not
be less than the following limits):

a) Bodily Injury and Property Damage General Aggregate $2,000,000
b) Products and Completed Operations Aggregate $2,000,000 
c) Each Occurrence $1,000,000 
d) Personal and Advertising Injury $1,000,000 

Coverage to Include: 

1. Premises Operations – issued to and including coverage for Bodily injury and
property damage due to losses caused by explosion, collapse and
underground.

2. Products & Completed Operations – issued to and including coverage for
claims that may arise after the work has been completed and he has vacated
the premises.
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3. Contractual Liability – issued to and covering liability for damages imposed
under this Contract upon each Sub-Contractor directly or indirectly affecting
operations under this Contract or used for services thereof.

e) General Aggregate shall apply separately to each project and location, per form CG 
25 03 (3/97) or similar form.

f) CGL coverage shall be written on ISO Occurrence form CG 00 01 or a substitute form
providing equivalent coverage (including the tort liability of another assumed in a
business contract).

g) CCE, AP and all other parties as shall be required by CCE, shall be included as an
additional insured on ISO Additional Insured Endorsements CG 20 10 and CG 20 37
or an equivalent coverage to the additional insured. It shall apply as primary
insurance on a non-contributing basis before any other insurance or self-insurance,
including any deductible, maintained by or provided to, the additional insured. Attach
copy of the additional insured endorsement to the Certificate of Insurance. In
addition, the Contractor’s Insurer agrees to waive any rights of subrogation against
either CCE or Architect or their Insurance Company.

h) There shall be no endorsement or modification of Contractor’s CGL policy arising
from pollution, explosion, collapse, underground property damage of work performed
by Contractor.

i) There shall be no endorsement or modification of Contractor’s CGL policy reducing or
eliminating coverage from New York Labor Laws; including Sections 200, 240 or 241.

o Excess Liability and/or Umbrella Liability:

(Contractor shall be required to provide Bodily Injury and Property Damage Insurance
limits in excess of those limits shown herein, the Umbrella/Excess Policy shall be at least
as broad in coverage as the primary general liability and auto liability policies. The
additional limits shall be as follows):

a) Each Occurrence $1,000,000 
b) Aggregate: $1,000,000 
c) Retained Limit: $10,000 

Coverage as outlined above and in the Excess Liability or Umbrella Liability policy or 
coverage section shall also be written or endorsed so as to apply to the following as
ADDITONAL INSURED: 

“Cornell Cooperative Extension of                                   County, its officers, 
directors, employees and agents are hereby named as Additional Insured.” 
As well as any party identified as AP in clause 1. 

B. The Contractor acknowledges that failure to secure the above-specified insurance 
constitutes a material breach of this Agreement and subjects Contractor to liability for 
damages and all other legal remedies available to CCE and/or Architect. Contractor further 
acknowledges that procurement of the insurance coverage and limits required herein shall 
not limit the extent of the Contractor’s other responsibilities and liabilities specified within 
this Agreement or by law. Contractor authorizes CCE and/or Architect to withhold payments 
without interest, late fee or any other penalty accruing, until the latter has received current 
and acceptable certificates of insurance and endorsements evidencing insurance as required 
herein. 
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C. Contractor shall fully cooperate at all times with any effort by CCE or Architect to audit 
compliance with these insurance requirements, including but not limited to the Contractor 
authorizing CCE and/or Architect and/or P W Wood & Son, Inc., in writing to obtain certified 
copies of the insurance policies procured or maintained by the Contractor in relation to this 
Agreement. 

D. The insurance companies providing the required coverages shall be licensed to do so in New 
York State, and shall be rated no lower than “A-” by the most recent Best’s Key Rating 
Guide or Best’s Agent’s Guide, and shall have a Best’s Financial Size Category of not less 
than VIII, unless otherwise agreed to by CCE. 

The Contractor shall continue to carry Completed Operations Liability Insurance for at 
least three (3) years after either ninety (90) days following Substantial Completion of 
the Work or final payment from CCE, whichever is later. 

It is expressly understood by the parties to this Contract that it is the intent of the parties that 
any insurance obtained by CCE shall be deemed excess, non-contributory and not co-primary in 
relation to the coverage(s) procured by the Contractor, or any of their respective consultants, 
officers, agents, Sub-Contractors,  employees or anyone directly or indirectly employed by any 
of them, or by anyone for whose acts any of the aforementioned may be liable by operation of 
statute, government regulation or applicable case law. 

To the fullest extent permitted by applicable state law, a Waiver of Subrogation Clause shall be 
added to the General Liability, Automobile, Excess or Umbrella Liability and Workers 
Compensation policies in favor of CCE, and this clause shall apply to CCE and its officers, 
agents and employees, with respect to all Projects during the policy term. 

3. Governing Law and Severability

a) This Contract shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the
State of New York without regard to conflict of law principles.

b) In the event that any one or more of the provisions of this Contract or any
application thereof shall be found by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid,
illegal or unenforceable in any respect, the validity, legality or enforceability of the
remaining provisions shall not be affected or impaired. However, that to the extent
permitted by applicable law, any invalid, illegal or unenforceable provision may be
considered for the purpose of determining the intent of the parties in connection with
the other provisions of this Contract.

4. Safety and Clean-up

CCE makes no representation with respect to the physical conditions or safety of any Project
Site. The Contractor or Sub-Contractor shall, at its own expense, preserve and protect from
injury its employees engaged in the performance of the Work and all property and persons
which may be affected by its operations in performing the Work. The prevention of accidents to
workers engaged in the Work and others affected by the Work is the responsibility of the
Contractor or Sub-Contractor, and Contractor or Sub-Contractor shall comply with all federal,
state, labor and local laws, regulations and codes concerning safety as shall be applicable to the
Work and to the safety standards established by CCE during the progress of the Work.
Contractor or the Sub-Contractor shall clean up the areas used by it or it’s Work on a daily
basis in a manner that will not impede either the progress of the Project or of other trades.



SPECIFICATIONS 
 
Color: Pure White, Deep Base and Ultradeep Base 
Recommended Spread Rate per coat: Pure White B55W00101 (varies by base) 
  wet mils: 7.0 –13.0 
  dry mils: 3.0 - 5.6 
  coverage: 230- 125 sq ft/gal approximate 
Theoretical coverage: 689 sq ft/gal @ 1 mil dry 
Drying Schedule @ 7.0 mils wet, 50% RH: 
  @ 77°F @ 120°F 
 To touch: 1-3 hours 1 hour 
 To handle: 4-6 hours 1.5 hours 
 To recoat: 18 hours 18 hours 
 
*Drying and recoat times are temperature, humidity, and film thickness dependent. 

CHARACTERISTICS 
 
DIRECT-TO-METAL ALKYD ENAMEL is a 
high-build alkyd coating with rust-inhibitive 
properties for application directly to bare steel. 
 
Features: 
• Good gloss and color retention 
• Corrosion resistance and finish coat 
protection in one product 
• Excellent application properties 
• Suitable for use in USDA inspected facilities 
 
For use on properly prepared: 
• Structural Steel 
• Previously painted 
• Primed aluminum & galvanized steel 
 

 
Recommended for use in: 
• Interior / exterior  • Primer / finish 
• New construction  • Repaints 
• Railings • Storage tanks 
• Machinery   • Bar joists 
• Structural steel • Piping 
• Steel doors • Fire escapes 
• Steel decking • Conveyors 

 
Tinting with BAC: 
Base                       oz/gal           Strength 
Pure White               0-5              SherColor 
Deep Base               4-11           SherColor 
Ultradeep Base      10-11           SherColor 
Check color before using. Five minutes minimum mixing on a 
mechanical shaker is required for complete mixing of color. 
 
Shelf Life:                      36 months, unopened 
Finish:                       50-60°@60°  Semi-Gloss   
 
 

 Pure White B55W00101  
(may vary by base) 

VOC(less exempt solvents)  441 g/L - 3.68lb/gal  
(as per 40 CFR 59.406 and SOR/2009-264, s. 12) 
Volume Solids:              43 ± 2%  
Weight Solids:              59 ± 2% 
Weight per Gallon:               9.08 lb/gal ± .2 lb 
Flash Point:         101°F TCC 
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Steel, Light Service: 
1ct. Direct-To-Metal Enamel 3.0-5.0 mils DFT 
Steel, Moderate Service: 
2cts. Direct-To-Metal Enamel 3.0-5.0 mils DFT 
Steel Alkyd Primer: 
1ct. Kem Bond HS  
Or 
1ct. Kem Kromik Universal Metal Primer 
1ct. Direct-To-Metal Enamel 3.0-5.0 mils DFT 
 

Steel Acrylic Primer: 
1ct. Pro Industrial Pro-Cryl Universal Primer 
1ct. Direct-To-Metal Enamel 3.0-5.0 mils DFT 
 
Aluminum & Galvanize Steel Acrylic Primer: 
1ct. Pro Industrial Pro-Cryl Universal Primer 
1ct. Direct-To-Metal Enamel 3.0-5.0 mils DFT 

125.01 
 

   DIRECT-TO-METAL
  ALKYD ENAMEL 

     SEMI-GLOSS 
   

B55W00101 PURE WHITE 
   B55W00113 DEEP BASE 
  B55T00104 ULTRADEEP BASE

As of 07/25/2017, Complies with: 
OTC No LEED® 09 NC,.CI No 
OTC Phase II No LEED® 09 CS No 
SCAQMD No LEED® 09 S No 
CARB  No LEED® v4 Emissions No 
CARB SCM 2007 No LEED® v4 VOC No 
Canada No MPI  Yes

RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS 

The systems listed above are representative of the product's use, other systems may be appropriate. Other 
primers may be appropriate. 

System:  (unless otherwise indicated) 
Substrate:  Steel 
Surface Preparation:   SSPC-SP6/NACE 3 
Finish: 1ct. Direct-to-Metal Enamel, B55W00101 @ 2.5 mils dft/ct.  
*unless otherwise noted below  

Accelerated Weathering: 
Method:  ASTM D4587,504 hours 
Results:  Passes 
Biological Growth1: 
Method:  ASTM D3273, 4 weeks 
Results:  Passes 
Dry Heat Resistance: 
Method: ASTM D2485 
Result: 200°F (discolors) 
Flexibility1: 
Method: ASTM D522, method B 
 180° bend, 1/8" mandrel 
Result: Pass 
 

Fineness of grind2:  
Method: Hegman 
Result: 6 Hegman minimum 
Sag Test2:  
Method: ASTM D4400 
Result: 16 mils minimum 
Viscosity2: 85-95 KU 
Water Resistance1: 
Method: ASTM D870 77°F (25°C) 
Result: Passes 

1 1ct. Direct-to-Metal Enamel, B55W00101 tin & aluminum panel,  2.5 mils  2 Standard test based on Certificate of Analysis 



The information and recommendations set forth in this Product Data Sheet are based upon tests conducted by or on behalf of The Sherwin-Williams Company. Such 
information and recommendations set forth herein are subject to change and pertain to the product offered at the time of publication. Consult your Sherwin-Williams 
representative or visit www.paintdocs.com to obtain the most current version of the PDS and/or an SDS.  

APPLICATION 
Refer to the SDS sheet before use 
Temperature: 40°F minimum 
  120°F maximum 
  (Air, surface, and material) 
  At least 5°F above dew point 
Relative humidity: 85% maximum 
 
The following is a guide. Changes in pressures 
and tip sizes may be needed for proper spray 
characteristics. Always purge spray equipment 
before use with listed reducer. Any reduction 
must be compatible with the existing 
environmental and application conditions. 
 
Reducer ............................ Not recommended 
Clean Up ............................ Compliant solvent 
Airless Spray 
Pressure ............................................ 2400 psi 
Hose ..................................................... 3/8" ID 
Tip ........................................................ . .019" 
 
Conventional Spray 
Gun .................................................... Binks 95 
Fluid Nozzle .............................................. 63B 
Air Nozzle ............................................... 63PB 
Atomization Pressure ........................... 50 PSI 
Fluid Pressure .................................20-25 PSI 
 
Brush ....................................... Natural Bristle 
 
Roll .... .3/8" woven with solvent resistant core  
 
In order to avoid blockage of spray equipment, 
clean equipment before use or before periods 
of extended downtime with compliant solvent. 
 

 
CLEANUP INFORMATION 

Clean spills, spatters & tools with compliant 
cleanup solvent. After cleaning, flush spray 
equipment with compliant cleanup solvent to 
prevent rusting of the equipment. Follow 
manufacturer's safety recommendations when 
using solvents. 
 
DANGER: Rags, steel wool, other waste 
soaked with this product, and sanding residue 
may spontaneously catch fire if improperly 
discarded. Immediately place rags, steel wool, 
other waste soaked with this product, and 
sanding residue in a sealed, water-filled, metal 
container. Dispose of in accordance with local 
fire regulations.  
  

 
 
 
HOTW 07/25/2017 B55W00101 42 441 
HOTW 07/25/2017 B55W00113 20 445 
HOTW 07/25/2017 B55T00104 36 441 

SURFACE PREPARATION 
WARNING! Removal of old paint by sanding, scraping or other means may generate dust or 
fumes that contain lead. Exposure to lead dust or fumes may cause brain damage or other 
adverse health effects, especially in children or pregnant women. Controlling exposure to lead 
or other hazardous substances requires the use of proper protective equipment, such as a 
properly fitted respirator (NIOSH approved) and proper containment and cleanup. For more 
information, call the National Lead Information Center at 1-800-424-LEAD (in US) or contact 
your local health authority.  
 
Iron & Steel 
Minimum surface preparation is Hand Tool Clean per SSPC-SP2. Remove all oil and grease 
from surface by Solvent Cleaning per SSPC-SP1. For better performance, use Commercial 
Blast Cleaning per SSPC-SP6/NACE 3, blast clean all surfaces using a sharp, angular abrasive 
for optimum surface profile (2 mils). Prime any bare steel within 8 hours or before flash rusting 
occurs.  
 
Previously Painted Surfaces  
If in sound condition, clean the surface of all foreign material. Smooth, hard or glossy coatings 
and surfaces should be dulled by abrading the surface. Apply a test area, allowing paint to dry 
one week before testing adhesion.  If adhesion is poor, additional abrasion of the surface and/or 
removal of the previous coating may be necessary.  Retest surface for adhesion.  If paint is 
peeling or badly weathered, clean surface to sound substrate and treat as a new surface as 
above. Recognize that any surface preparation short of total removal of the old coating may 
compromise the service length of the system. 
 
Aluminum 
Remove all oil, grease, dirt, oxide and other foreign material by Solvent Cleaning per SSPC-
SP1. Primer required.  
 
Galvanized Steel 
Remove all oil, grease, dirt, oxide and other foreign material by Solvent Cleaning per SSPC-
SP1. When the surface has been treated with chromates or silicates, first Solvent Clean per 
SSPC-SP1 and apply a test patch. Allow paint to dry at least one week before testing adhesion. 
If adhesion is poor, brush blasting per SSPC-SP16 is necessary to remove these treatments. 
Rusty galvanizing requires a minimum of Hand Tool Cleaning per SSPC-SP2, prime the area 
the same day as cleaned. Primer required.  

 
APPLICATION PROCEDURES 

Apply paint at the recommended film thickness and spreading rate as indicated on front page. 
Application of coating above maximum or below minimum recommended spreading rate may 
adversely affect coating performance. Spreading rates are calculated on volume solids and do 
not include an application loss factor due to surface profile, roughness, or porosity of the 
surface, skill, and technique of the applicator, method of application, various surface 
irregularities, material lost during mixing, spillage, over thinning, climatic conditions, and 
excessive film build. 

 
SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 

Refer to the SDS sheets before use. FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY 
Published technical data and instructions are subject to change without notice. Contact your Sherwin-
Williams representative for additional technical data and instructions. 
 
  

 
PERFORMANCE TIPS 

Mix paint thoroughly to a uniform consistency with slow speed power agitation prior to use. 
Stripe coat crevices, welds, and sharp angles to prevent early failure in these areas. 
When using spray application, use a 50% overlap with each pass of the gun to avoid holidays, 
bare areas, and pinholes. If necessary, cross spray at a right angle.  
During the early stages of drying, the coating is sensitive to rain, dew, high humidity and 
moisture condensation. Plan painting schedules to avoid these influences during the first 16-24 
hours of curing. 
Do not use colorants formulated for interior use only. 
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